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Abstract: Due to the coronavirus pandemic, telerehabilitation has become increasingly important
worldwide. While the effectiveness of telerehabilitation is considered proven for many indications,
there is comparatively little knowledge about the implementation conditions. Therefore, this scoping
review summarises the current state of facilitating and inhibiting factors that may influence the
uptake of telerehabilitation. The review follows the JBI methodology for scoping reviews. The
article search was carried out in five databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science, Cochrane and
Psyndex) in May 2022, with an update in October 2023. Two independent researchers identified
relevant studies according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research served as the theoretical basis for the categorisation of the facilitating
and inhibiting criteria in the organisational context. A total of 28 studies (timespan 2012 to 2023)
have been included. The most relevant barriers identified are technical issues and a lack of technical
skills. The factors considered most favourable for implementation are patients’ motivation and the
involvement of high-level leaders. The results provide clear indications of factors that inhibit and
facilitate implementation, but also show that further research is needed.

Keywords: telerehabilitation; implementation science; barriers; facilitators; Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research

1. Introduction

Telerehabilitation (TR) has become increasingly important worldwide in recent years [1].
A key driver was the coronavirus pandemic, which led to massive restrictions regarding
personal contact. During this period, the World Health Organization recommended the
postponement of treatments that were not considered urgent in order to ensure safety and
still guarantee essential rehabilitation services [2].

Consequently, to meet hygiene requirements and minimise the risk of infection, re-
habilitation centres were challenged to find new ways to deliver and maintain treatment
or aftercare [3]. As part of this process, a variety of TR offers were developed to enable
rehabilitation patients to continue treatment in their home environment [4,5].

In the context of this scoping review, TR refers to the provision of medical rehabilita-
tion services using information and communication technologies (ICT). These rehabilitation
services can be offered across existing geographical and/or temporal distances [6,7]. They
encompass a range of rehabilitation services, including monitoring, prevention, interven-
tion, consultation and counselling, and can be provided by many health professionals
(e.g., physiotherapists, speech pathologists, occupational therapists). TR addresses both
children and adults in various settings and with different medical conditions [7].

Beyond the pandemic situation, TR has the potential to close gaps in care and provide
rehabilitation services, regardless of time and place. This is also advantageous for rehabili-
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tation patients who, for example, live in structurally weak and rural areas or have limited
access to rehabilitation facilities due to immobility and/or multimorbidity [8].

Numerous studies and reviews confirm the effectiveness of TR for physical disabilities,
as well as mental disorders, in many settings [9–12]. However, the situation is different
for the implementation processes of TR. As there was an urgent need to create alternative
services quickly during the coronavirus pandemic, there was hardly any time to develop
implementation concepts and conduct implementation research [13]. Many rehabilitation
centres that have introduced digital services have not used implementation strategies
or have taken an unsystematic approach to their introduction [14]. Our scoping review,
therefore, aims to analyse the current state of research on the implementation conditions
of TR in order to identify barriers and facilitators for implementation. Implementation
frameworks enable a systematic assessment of these factors and, thus, help to understand
the complexity of the implementation processes. In particular, the Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research (CFIR) seems to be suitable, as it can be seen as a synthesis of
existing implementation theories [15].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no review of barriers and facilitators in the
implementation of TR that takes into account all indication groups, as well as all types
of TR technologies (e.g., apps, videoconferencing programmes or virtual reality), and
systematically maps them on the basis of an implementation theory. However, during
the course of the literature search, systematic and scoping reviews were identified that
overlap with the topic of our study. These reviews either focus on a specific indication
area or a broader thematic focus that does not explicitly concentrate on factors that hinder
or promote implementation. In addition, the publications are often based on a broader
understanding of implementation, which also includes studies that focus exclusively on
the use and acceptance of TR [14,16–19]. In contrast, this scoping review is based on an
understanding of implementation that considers the implementation process of TR as a
process involving different organisational levels and stakeholder groups [15]. It provides a
broad overview of existing research on the conditions for the implementation of TR and
focuses on studies conducted before, during and after implementation. Therefore, the
scoping review answers the following research question:

What barriers and facilitating factors can be identified for implementing TR in medical
rehabilitation across all indication groups and TR technologies?

2. Materials and Methods

A scoping review was chosen to address the complexity of the research question and
provide a broad overview of the current state of research. The scoping review was pre-
registered with Open Science Framework 25 May 2022 (https://osf.io/saqyu, accessed on
11 January 2024) [20]. The methodology of the scoping review followed the methodological
approach described by Elm et al. (based on the JBI methodology), as well as the framework
for scoping reviews developed by Arksey and O’Malley [21–23]. To ensure transparency,
the PRISMA extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) was also taken into account [24].

2.1. Inclusion Criteria

Using the JBI framework principles of population, concept and context (PCC), the
review was based on the following inclusion criteria [22]:

Population: All indication groups of rehabilitation were included in the review. There
was no age restriction for the participants.

Concept: The scoping review is based on a broad understanding of the concept of TR,
encompassing all information and communication technologies, including virtual reality
(VR). It also explicitly refers to entire implementation processes. If the sole focus of the
studies was the usability or acceptance of TR, the articles were excluded. If acceptance or
usability was part of the investigation of the described implementation process and/or an
implementation theory was used as a basis, the article was included.

https://osf.io/saqyu
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Context: The scoping review included all studies on facilitating and inhibiting factors
for the implementation of TR in outpatient and inpatient settings, regardless of the region
or country in which they were conducted.

Types of literature: In order to obtain a broad overview of the topic, all types of studies
published from 2012 to 2023 were considered, regardless of their methodological quality.
Only study protocols, abstracts of conference papers and discussion papers were excluded,
as well as studies not written in English or German. Reviews (e.g., systematic reviews or
scoping reviews) were not included, but if they at least partially addressed barriers to or
facilitators of TR implementation, they were investigated for relevant studies.

2.2. Search Strategy

The search strategy for the scoping review was carried out in three steps [22]. Firstly, a
comprehensive search string was developed in MEDLINE as a basis for further database
searches, including all terms relevant to the research question and appropriate synonyms.
This was tested and adapted to search other databases, taking into account database-specific
characteristics (see Supplementary Materials). The final search was carried out in May 2022
by two researchers (SSt and CT) in MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science, Cochrane and
Psyndex. In order to keep the results as up to date as possible, an update was carried out
in October 2023. In a third step, the reference lists of all studies which met the inclusion
criteria (including the reviews found) were searched, as well as the “grey literature”, which
was searched using Google Scholar to include publications that had not been published in
the usual databases. Table 1 shows an example search string for the Cochrane database.

Table 1. Search string for Cochrane (search date 18 May 2022, updated on 2 October 2023).

Number Type of Search Term Search Term

#1 MeSH telerehabilitation
#2 ti,ab,kw telerehab*
#3 ti,ab,kw tele-rehab*
#4 ti,ab,kw erehab*
#5 ti,ab,kw e-rehab*
#6 ti,ab,kw virtual* NEAR/5 rehab*
#7 ti,ab,kw remote* NEAR/5 rehab*
#8 ti,ab,kw digital* NEAR/5 rehab*
#9 ti,ab,kw online NEAR/5 rehab*
#10 ti,ab,kw mobile NEAR/5 rehab*
#11 ti,ab,kw web-based NEAR/5 rehab*
#12 ti,ab,kw computer-based NEAR/5 rehab*
#13 ti,ab,kw internet-based NEAR/5 rehab*

#14 #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10
OR #11 OR #12 OR #13

#15 ti,ab,kw influenc*
#16 ti,ab,kw barrier*
#17 ti,ab,kw inhibit*
#18 ti,ab,kw imped*
#19 ti,ab,kw hinder*
#20 ti,ab,kw hindrance*
#21 ti,ab,kw facilitat*
#22 ti,ab,kw promot*
#23 #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22
#24 MeSH diffusion of innovation
#25 ti,ab,kw diffusion of innovation
#26 ti,ab,kw implement*
#27 ti,ab,kw adopt*
#28 ti,ab,kw realis*
#29 ti,ab,kw realiz*
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Table 1. Cont.

Number Type of Search Term Search Term

#30 #24 OR #25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28 OR #29

#31 (#14 AND #23 AND #30)
AND (publication date between May 2012 and October 2023)

2.3. Study Selection

The search resulted in a total of 1973 hits, which were imported into the Rayyan 2022
software. After removal of duplicates (n = 459), two authors (SSt and CT) independently
screened the titles and abstracts of the remaining articles for relevance and removed articles
that did not meet the inclusion criteria. Disagreements regarding the inclusion or exclusion
of an article were resolved in discussions after unblinding. This left 153 full-texts, which
were also reviewed independently for their relevance to answering the research question.
Where discrepancies arose, these were clarified through further discussion. In addition, the
authors checked the reference lists of the included studies and the reviews found in order
to identify further relevant articles. Finally, 28 studies were included. Figure 1 shows the
process of study selection using a PRISMA flowchart [24].
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2.4. Analysing the Data

In order to structure the results, an Excel spreadsheet was developed in which we ex-
tracted the metadata as follows: first author, year, country, study design, study population
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(patients), study population (health professionals), diagnosis group, type of TR, implemen-
tation status/experiences with TR, and implementation framework. However, due to the
large scope of the studies, the factors facilitating and inhibiting the implementation of TR
were coded using MAXQDA 24 software. This allowed for direct mapping to the CFIR
domains and constructs. The data were extracted from the articles independently by the
two authors SSt and CT. Discrepancies were discussed within the team.

3. Results
3.1. Study Characeristics

All 28 included studies were published between 2014 and 2023, and all but three
studies [25–27] were conducted in high- or upper-middle-income countries [28]. Most of
these (n = 10) were undertaken in Canada [29–38], followed by 5 studies in Australia [39–43]
and 4 studies in the USA [44–47]. The three studies conducted in lower-middle-income
countries were from India [25], Iran [26] and Uganda [27].

Of the 28 included publications, 17 addressed the research question using a qualitative
design [26,29,32–37,39,42–49], while 5 studies worked with a quantitative design [25,40,50–52]
and 5 studies were based on a mixed methods approach [27,30,38,41,53]. One of the included
articles was a synthesis of six qualitative and quantitative studies with different study designs,
which were mentioned, but not explained in detail (pre-post, pilot studies, RCTs, observa-
tional designs) [31]. With the exception of one study, where a cognitive work analysis was
conducted [34], all qualitative research was based on interviews and/or focus groups. The
quantitative studies were exclusively online surveys, and the mixed methods studies used
quantitative surveys [30,38] as well as interviews and focus groups [27,41], each supplemented
by other data sources (process data, e-mail correspondence, etc.). One of the mixed-methods
studies was a combination of a survey and focus groups [53]. The majority of studies (n = 16)
were cross-sectional in design [25,26,29,32,36,37,39,42–44,46,48,50–53], followed by pre-and post-
design [30,38,40,47,49]. In qualitative studies, the sample sizes ranged from n = 3 to n = 26, and
in quantitative studies, they ranged from n = 26 to n = 513. The detailed characteristics of the
included studies can be found in Supplementary Materials.

3.2. TR Technologies

The TR programme described in the included studies consisted largely (n = 15) of
therapies that were delivered via videoconferencing programmes, using laptops, PCs
and tablets [29,31,32,34,35,38,40,42,44,46–48,50,52,53]. Some of these were also offered as
group therapy [38,40,42]. Furthermore, gaming software (e.g., Nintendo Wii©, WiiFit©)
was applied in two studies to promote the recovery of physical functions [30,31]. Three
studies used sensor-based technologies (wearables) to track physical activity [34,37,50],
as well as VR-technologies [30,31,50]. Other complementary digital offers were exercise
videos [32,41,45], e-learning modules [34,35], emails [46], SMS [27] and phone calls [27,33].
In four studies TR was not described in more detail [26,36,39,43].

3.3. Population and Indication Groups

In 19 studies, TR was analysed exclusively from the perspectives of healthcare pro-
fessionals [26,27,29,30,32,36,37,39,40,42–44,46–48,50–53], while seven studies also included
the patients’ perspectives [25,31,33–35,41,45]. Two studies analysed only the patients’ per-
spectives [38,49]. The target groups of TR were generally adults, and three of them focused
exclusively on older patients [37,52,53]. Only four studies explicitly treated children or
involving familiy members [27,30,33,40]. The most frequently included indication group
was neurological disorders [27,29,31,35,36,38,40,42,51,53], followed by orthopaedic disor-
ders [32,37,39–41,53]. Five studies did not mention any explicit diagnoses [26,30,44,47,50].

3.4. Status of Implementation

Eleven of the included studies were conducted before the introduction of TR into routine
care. Respectively, the barriers and facilitating factors were anticipated by the participants
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or collected, for example, as part of a feasibility study [25,27,30,31,33,39,41,42,45,49,53]. Five
studies investigated inhibiting and facilitating factors during the introduction into routine
care [29,34,38,40,47], and five studies looked at these aspects after the introduction of TR had
already taken place [35,36,43,44,46]. Seven studies did not refer to a specific rehabilitation centre
but to a specific technology and its implementation conditions, so the implementation status was
measured by the experience of the participants. In two of these studies, all of the participants
had experience with TR [26,32], and in five studies, some of the participants had previous
experience, whereas others had no experience [37,48,50–52].

3.5. Implementation Frameworks

Ten of the included studies were based on an implementation framework [27,29,37,38,40,45–
48,51], and four used other theoretical frameworks [30,31,34,35]. The CFIR [29,45,46], the Theoreti-
cal Domains Framework (TDF) [40,45,48] and the Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation,
Maintenance Framework (RE-AIM) [38,47] were used most frequently. Occasionally, the imple-
mentation conditions reported in the studies referred to the Promoting Action on Research
Implementation in Health Services Framework (i-PARIHS) [27], the Medical Research Council
Framework (MRC) [37] and the Framework of Grol [51].

3.6. Barriers and Facilitators for Implementation of TR

The barriers and facilitating factors for the implementation of TR are illustrated using
the CFIR. The CFIR is a synthesis of various implementation theories and is one of the
most frequently used frameworks in implementation science. Its overarching goal is to
predict or explain factors that inhibit or promote the implementation of a technological
innovation. Therefore, it can be used before, during and after implementation [54]. The
five main domains of CFIR (innovation, internal setting, external setting, individuals and
implementation process) with their comprehensive substructures map the entire implemen-
tation process and interact with each other. Due to the complexity of the framework, not all
domains and constructs need to be displayed in the implementation processes [15]. Never-
theless, the barriers and facilitating implementation factors extracted from the 28 admitted
studies represent the majority of the CFIR domains.

A total of 75 barriers and 60 facilitating factors were identified. The complete list of
all factors, categorised according to the CFIR domains, can be found in Table 2. As shown,
certain aspects can both promote and hinder implementation.
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Table 2. Barriers to and facilitators of the implementation of TR.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Innovation

Innovation Evidence Base
Quality and validity of TR programme
[29,33,41,46]

Less objectivity and specificity [29]

Innovation Relative Advantage

Attractiveness for patients: less travelling and
shorter waiting time, personalised interventions,
independent continuation of therapy
[25,31,32,46–48,51]

Error-free functioning of the innovation [38]

Access for more patients [46]

Greater flexibility (for both sides) [46]

Similar interfaces to other well-known
systems [33]

Consistency of schedule and programme
components [46]

Efficiency of the innovation [42]

Limited treatment methods, e.g., inability of
palpation [26,29,32,43,46–48]

Reduction in patient interaction through TR [26]

Innovation Adaptability Adaptability with existing programmes
[33,37,46] Platform flexibility and adaptability [29,33,41,46,52]

Innovation Complexity

Ease of use
[29,31,42,43,51,52] Usability [27,32]

Availability of FAQs [51]

Availability of video instructions [51]

Innovation Design Unrealistic treatment environment [26]

Innovation Cost See “resources”
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Table 2. Cont.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Inner Setting

Structural Characteristics:
Physical Infrastructure

Use of existing infrastructure [45,46]

Adequate space, consultation rooms and equipment
[36,38,43] Limited space [36,39,47]

Lack of specialised therapy equipment at patients’
home [26,32,36]

Structural Characteristics:
Information Technology
Infrastructure

Internet failure [26,31,42,46]

Technological issues like server breakdowns, poor
video quality and initial implementation (clinicians)
[26,27,30,34,38,41–44,46,48,50]

Structural Characteristics:
Work Infrastructure

Clearly defined roles and responsibilities [31]

Flexibility of clinical regulations, organisational
policies and procedures [33] High level of bureaucracy [26]

Development of policies and procedures [46] Ineffectiveness of organisational policies [25]

Technological support [36,42–44,46,51,52] Slowness of technical support [31]

High workload [41]

Relational Connections
Embedding in interdisciplinary care [44]

Positive reinforcement [25]

Counselling [25]

Communication

Supportive and effective communication
strategies [30,42,43,46]

No clear communication pathways were
established [46]

Information provision about the application and
processes [25,32,52]

Lack of information about the innovation and its
implementation (staff) [46]

Common language [33] Lack of common language between patient,
therapist, and technologist [26]

Intervention not available in local
language [25,27]

Challenges in virtual communication [32,46,48]

Maintenance of platform information [33]
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Table 2. Cont.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Inner Setting

Culture: Human-Equality-Centredness Right of co-determination (staff) [48]

Culture: Recipient-Centredness

Participants support and connectedness [46,47] Safety of the patients, e.g., dysphagia or risk of
falling [26,29,45,46]

Relationship building with participants [38,46] Unreachability of patients/relatives in
vulnerable or risky situation [33]

Patients are pushed less [48]

Privacy concerns (patients) [26,41]

Culture: Learning-Centredness Exchange and problem solving of challenges [46]

Compatibility

Incompatibility with existing technology [42]

Incompatibility with existing workflows [46]

Incompatibility with psychosocial components of
clinical practice [35]

Inability to conduct group-based sessions [45]

Lack of appropriate patients (lack of experience)
[27,30]

Relative Priority Prioritisation of the innovation [36] Lack of priority for TR [26]

Incentive System Lack of tangible or intangible benefits or
incentives [46]

Available
Resources

Financial resources [52] Lack of financial resources/financing for the
programme [25,33,34,38,39,42,46,50,52]

Time to learn [51,52] Lack of time resources
[25,29,30,33,34,37,38,41,52]

Adequate technical resources in TR centres
[29,36,43,44,46,52]

Lack of adequate technology and software in rehab
centres [46,47]

Well-trained staff [38,46] Lack of human resources, e.g., trained staff
[25,26,33–35,50]

Lack of technical equipment and internet
access in patients’ home
[25,29,32,33,36,39,42,46,48,49]
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Table 2. Cont.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Inner Setting
Available
Resources

Insufficiency of available resources to
support the innovation [26,46]

Access to knowledge Staff training [31,36,39,42,43,46,48]

Outer Setting

Local Conditions
Good infrastructure to attract technical staff [47] Lack of infrastructure [36,41,47,53]

Location of healthcare institute [50]

Limited internet service in rural areas [33]

Partnership and Connections
Feedbacks from audits [38]

Broad stakeholder involvement [33] Not existing networks [35,46]

Collaboration with patients’ caregivers [53] Poor cooperation with other stakeholders [26]

Policies and Laws
Ministry support and guidelines [33] External policies [25,45–47,50]

Integration of the providers’ professional
knowledge/mentorship [33,46,47] Providers willingness [33,50]

Lack of government initiatives and support
[25,26]

Financing Insurer buy-in and payment [46] Insurance coverage/cost assumption
[25,32,46]

Lower costs for internet providers [33]

External Pressure Marketing and advertising [46]

Individuals

High-level Leaders Managers and programme leaders’ involvement
[29,33,35,36,43,45–47]

Non-involvement of managers and programme
leaders [33,46]

Implementation Team Members Structure of the team [29] Change in team structure [29]

Role of therapists in providing troubleshooting
support for technology breakdowns [42,46]

Other Implementation Support Family/peer support for patients [25,33,37] Lack of social support [25,37,40]

Capability
Familiarity with the innovation [46] Limited knowledge (staff)

[25,26,31–33,37,39–41,45,46,50,52]

Experiences with TR in general [35] Bad experiences with TR/Feeling inexperienced
(staff) [29,42]
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Table 2. Cont.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Individuals

Insecurity (therapists) [48]

Capability

Lack of awareness among health professionals [25]

Technology competence/lack of technical skills
(patients) [25,29,32,34,36,39,45,46,53]

Lack of (digital) health literacy (patients)
[25,41,45]

Poor health status of patients [26,29,37,38,41,49]

Opportunity Interruptions at home (patients) [49]

Challenges in incorporating the programme in daily
routine (patients) [49]

Motivation

Comfortability using the TR technology (staff) [38] Negative perception of TR by therapist [42,46]

Willingness/acceptance of therapists [43] Lack of willingness and professional motivation
(staff, provider) [33,46]

Patients’ motivation, willingness and
compliance [27,30,31,37,39,43,51,53]

Non-compliance and demotivation
(patients) [25,27,32,35]

Self-efficacy/determination (patients) [25] Acceptance/hesitation of patients
[25,26,32,37,46,47]

Concerns (of patients) having fewer direct
interactions [31]

Negative emotional experiences of patients [49]

Implementation
Process

Teaming
Interdisciplinary collaboration in teams
[29,44,45,48,52]

Learning from each other [43]

Planning

Definition of clear service objectives,
expectations and limits [33]

Unclear pathways, policies and procedures
[27,33,46]

Providers’ autonomy and flexibility in
implementing TR into practice [47]

Changes in role and responsibilities/disruption in
existing workflows [31]

Well-planned implementation [38] Lack of coordination among multidisciplinary
clinicians [41]
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Table 2. Cont.

CFIR Domain Construct Facilitators Barriers

Implementation
Process

Planning

Uncertainty in the implementation process [26]

Pre- and postimplementation support/Leadership
support [36,41]

High expectations (both sides) [26]

Engaging

Consistent use [46] Underuse and undervalue TR [42]

Staff engagement [27] Staff are more comfortable with face-to-face
therapy [42]

Innovation culture and enthusiasm among teams
and organisations [29,46,52] Resistance to change [39]

Reflecting and Evaluation Systematically sharing of lessons learned
during implementation [46]
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On the staff side, technical issues and limited knowledge about the innovation were
cited as the most common barriers to implementation. Technical barriers included, for
example, general problems with technical devices, the initial setup and distribution of apps
or platforms and poor video quality [26,27,30,34,38,41–44,46,48,50]. Limited staff knowl-
edge was related to the handling of the technological innovation and the implementation
process itself [25,26,31–33,36,37,39–41,45,46,50,52].

Many of the staff members also stated a lack of time [25,29,30,33,34,37,38,41,52] and a
lack of financial resources [25,33,34,38,39,42,46,50,52] to implement and maintain TR. Other
important mentioned barriers were a lack of personnel [25,26,33–35,50], limited treatment
options [26,29,32,43,46–48], the poor health statuses of patients [26,29,37,38,41,49], external
policies [25,45–47,50] and the adaptability of the TR service [29,33,41,46,52].

With regard to the patients, a lack of technical skills [25,29,32,34,36,39,45,46,53], a lack of
acceptance [25,26,32,37,46,47] and a lack of technical equipment or internet access [25,29,32,33,36,
39,42,46,48,49] were often named as inhibiting factors.

Apart from the technical difficulties encountered at any stage of implementation, the
greatest barriers described were mostly found in studies where TR was not yet part of
routine care. For example, a lack of staff skills is mostly described before the implementa-
tion of TR [25,31,33,39,41,45] or mentioned in studies where some of the participants have
worked with it [32,37,50,52]. Time and financial resources are barriers that are also mostly
identified before implementation [25,30,33,39,41,42] and during the implementation pro-
cess [29,34,38]. These barriers were also described by people who already had experience
with TR [26,37,50,52] but only mentioned in one study that had already transferred TR into
routine care [46]. The same applies to patients’ technical skills [46], although Munce et al.
also recognised this problem in elderly and multimorbid patients after the introduction of
TR [36]. Other barriers, such as the adaptability of the TR platform or limited treatment
options, affect all levels of implementation and experience.

Factors that facilitate implementation are mainly related to the involvement of pro-
gramme leaders [29,33,35,36,43,45–47], as well as to the attractiveness of the TR programme
for patients. These include benefits such as independence of location, less travelling, shorter
waiting times, and the independent continuation of therapy [25,31,32,46–48,51]. Other im-
portant facilitators are patient motivation and compliance [27,30,31,37,39,43,51,53], staff
training [31,36,39,42,43,46,48], support with any technical problems and the introduction of
the new service [36,42–44,46,51,52] and the ease of use of the programme [29,31,42,43,51,52].

Looking at the facilitators of TR according to the stage of implementation, the most
frequently mentioned aspect, the involvement of programme leaders, is mainly named
in studies that look at implementation retrospectively [35,36,43,46] or are in the imple-
mentation phase [29,47]. Only two studies describe this facilitator prospectively [33,45].
Technical support is only considered beneficial in one pre-implementation study [42]. On
the other hand, the facilitator of patient motivation was mainly described before implemen-
tation [27,30,31,53], while staff training is seen as helpful by many participants before and
after implementation in routine care [31,36,39,42,43,46]. Ease of use was mentioned at all
stages of TR uptake and all levels of experience.

4. Discussion

There are many studies that have investigated the implementation conditions of TR.
Also, some scoping reviews and systematic reviews were found. However, none of the
papers provided a systematic overview of inhibiting and facilitating factors that influence
the implementation of TR across all indications and technologies, using an implementation
framework. Our search identified 28 studies that met the inclusion criteria. When selecting
the studies, particular attention was paid to the differentiation between factors that promote
and inhibit the implementation of TR and factors that influence the use and acceptance of
TR. For this reason, studies that postulated similar barriers and facilitating factors, but did
not explicitly relate these to the implementation process, were excluded. This distinguishes
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our review from comparative reviews, which are often based on a broader definition of
implementation [17,19].

In our review, the factors influencing implementation are presented within a broad
theoretical framework that provides different starting points for addressing barriers and
facilitating factors for successful implementation [15,54]. Most of the barriers, as well as
the facilitating factors, are found within the TR centres themselves, thus addressing the
domain Inner Setting of the CFIR. This relates, in particular, to technological issues, as well
as spatial, time, financial and personnel resources. It is also mentioned in the scoping
reviews by Pearce et al., who analysed current strategies to support and evaluate the
implementation of TR; Glegg & Levac who investigated inhibiting and facilitating factors
for the implementation of VR in rehabilitation; and Nizeyimana et al., who mapped the
feasibility, cost and access to TR [14,16,17].

Ross et al. and Pitt et al. looked for solutions to these barriers and suggested that
technical problems could be solved with the help of tech-savvy colleagues or additional
staff [42,43]. This is consistent with the fact that one of the most important facilitators is
technical support [36,42–44,46,51,52].

Other barriers and facilitators lie within the systems themselves and are based on the
systems used (CFIR domain: Innovation). They relate to the direct delivery of rehabilitation
programmes. For example, physiotherapists find it restrictive that patients can only be taught
the exercises on screen, whereas important other components, such as the palpation of the
patient, are omitted in the course of TR [26,29,32,43,46–48,53]. This has been also reported
in other studies [17]. Hale-Gallardo et al. and Ross et al. suggest minimising this barrier
by demonstrating alternative means of palpation. These could include self-palpation or the
use of other methods such as patient feedback and patient reported outcomes [43,47]. The
adaptability of the technology is seen as both a challenge [29,33,41,46,52] and a facilitating
factor [33,37,46] in this domain. This trend works hand in hand with the usability of the
system, which is seen as crucial for successful implementation [29,31,42,43,51,52]. Nizeyimana
et al. and Glegg et al. also emphasise that this is one of the most important factors favouring
the introduction of new technologies [16,17]. In addition, the high attractiveness of the offer
for patients promotes the implementation of TR [25,31,32,46–48,51]: independence of location,
shorter waiting times and independent continuation of therapy are positive aspects that are
also reported from neighbouring disciplines such as telehealth [55].

Some of the most serious barriers identified lie within the CFIR domain of Individ-
uals. Limited knowledge of how to use the technology is often highlighted from the
perspectives of both staff and patients [25,26,29,31–34,36,37,39–41,45,46,50,52,53] This is
complemented by patient acceptance [25,26,32,37,46,47]. Both aspects are also addressed
by other reviews [14,16,17]. Kraaijkamp et al. have proposed solutions to overcome these
barriers. They emphasise the importance of ongoing training of health professionals and
the integration of e-health content into education, as well as co-creation and behaviour
change techniques, as part of an implementation strategy [52].

At the individual level, there is another factor that is particularly facilitating. Both in
our study and in the works of others, it is clear that managers involved in the implementa-
tion process can act as drivers of innovation [29,33,35,36,43,45–47].

External factors (CFIR domain: Outer Setting) that affect or interact with an organisa-
tion are not considered critical but are still important. As some of the results show, political
influence and restrictions can hinder the implementation of TR [25,45–47,50]. The role of
policy in the implementation of TR has so far rarely been investigated [17]. Further studies
are needed to analyse the influence of external conditions on the implementation of TR in
specific contexts and countries.

Relatively few obstacles are reported in the fifth CFIR domain, Implementation process.
Unclear processes [27,33,46], coordination difficulties [41] or a lack of support during imple-
mentation [36,41] are occasionally mentioned. Yosef et al. emphasised the need to develop
guidelines to highlight the potential problems therapists face when using TR and provide
tools to overcome them. These could include strategies for successful inter-disciplinary collab-
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oration [53]. This seems significant, because interdisciplinary cooperation is seen as the most
favourable factor at the level of the implementation strategy [29,44,45,48,52].

In addition, many study participants emphasised that TR should not permanently
replace conventional rehabilitation, but that a hybrid of face-to-face treatment and TR
could be an important factor in implementation and help to overcome some of the barriers
mentioned above [29,31,32,45,46].

Another interesting finding is that the implementation factors vary depending on the
implementation status, and many barriers, such as time and financial resources, occur more
frequently during the implementation process or are expected by stakeholders prior to
implementation. Further research is needed to categorise barriers and obstacles according
to their level of implementation in order to develop appropriate strategies. However, this
would exceed the scope of this review. Furthermore, this categorisation is currently still
difficult and not representative, as there are not yet many studies that look at the influences
of implementation from the perspective of routine care.

The barriers described should also be investigated for different sub-groups in the
future, such as age and diagnosis groups. It is beyond the scope of this review to discuss
this in detail, but it is worth mentioning. In the three studies that explicitly focused on
older patients, age was not found to be a fundamental barrier to the use of TR, although
there were some challenges, such as technical difficulties [37,52,53]. Other possible barriers,
for example, hearing or visual impairments, are also described for this population [32]. On
the other hand, the elderly are also said to be open to TR [31,47]. This aspects should be
considered in more detail in further studies. With regard to the different diagnoses, no
difference were found. However, it must be taken into account that the results are not fully
comparable due to the heterogeneity of the studies.

A further differentiation can be made in relation to lower-middle-income countries
and middle- and higher-income countries. Our review found three studies from lower-
middle-income countries that analysed the factors for implementing TR [25–27]. In our
case, the results for facilitators and barriers do not differ essentially from higher-middle
income-countries. However, this does not mean that this is not an important issue for the
implementation of TR. Studies from the neighbouring field of telemedicine show that these
technologies can offer lower- and middle-income countries an opportunity to close gaps
in care [56]. Therefore, the implementation conditions of TR for these countries should
definitely be analysed in more detail in further studies.

The findings of our study have some limitations, which need to be taken into account.
When considering the results, it should be borne in mind that rehabilitation systems are
structured differently or include different services and the concept of rehabilitation has
different meanings in different countries and across indication groups.

Moreover the search strategy used may have led to relevant articles being omitted,
and the distinction between factors influencing implementation and factors influencing use
or acceptance was difficult in some cases. The authors discussed these cases and made a
joint decision to include or exclude them. On another note, the independent assignment
of the extracted data to the categories of barriers and facilitating factors of the CFIR may
have led to results that differ from the analysis of other coders. It should also be considered
that the wide range and heterogeneity of TR (for example, the use of VR and the treatment
of patients via video conferencing systems) makes it difficult to compare implementation
conditions. Last but not least, the poor methodological quality of some of the included
studies should be mentioned. This is often due to the small sample size and applies to both
qualitative and quantitative surveys.

Nevertheless, the authors were able to present and discuss barriers and facilitating
factors for the implementation of TR in detail. This will help all groups of stakeholders to
have a better understanding of what is important in the introduction of these technologies.
Further implementation research, especially through studies of higher quality and with
larger sample sizes, should be conducted in order to obtain valid results regarding the
factors influencing the implementation of TR services. Our aim was to gain a broad
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overview of the current stage of research. Consideration should also be given to conducting
a systematic review, which could be methodologically more comprehensive.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the scoping review shows that there are both facilitating and inhibiting
factors influencing the implementation of TR, particularly at the organisational and individ-
ual levels. Technical difficulties and a lack of technical skills among stakeholders need to be
addressed to enable successful implementation. Support by giving technical assistance and
training staff and patients should, therefore, be mandatory in implementation processes.
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